
The Fake France Presidential Election?!! 2022/5/3
In a Time of Universal Deceit -Telling the Truth Is a Revolutionary Act..George Orwell
A tough close battle was predicted in before the voting,and actual not final counting showed Le Pen

leading.However the result was Too Much Winning of Macron???,There was a suspicious TV blackout time

with counting loss. Pro Le Pen demanded the re-verification,but it turned to be correct.Macron presidency’s

brutal deeds had made people hated him.,so the fact was not winning Macron.We were deceived mass

media prediction on his large winning possibility.Also at this time is fake ,which has been ruling on in the

world since the so called religious radical cult attacks in Japan(Aum sarin) and USA(=9/11,2001).At last the

mass fake nation USA had launched Disinformation Governance Board to crack down truth tellers!!!.

Ukraine War the Full of Lies
https://tanakanews.com/220503ukrain.htm

[１]：The Curious Blackout Time with Counting Loss and No Comment on it.
⑴SUSPICIONS OF FRAUD ARE GATHERING OVER THE FRENCH PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS?,........01 May 2022<in Google translation>

https://comedonchisciotte.org/sospetti-di-frode-si-addensano-sulle-elezioni-presidenziali-francesi/

In TV breaking news on votes counting,there was suspicious blackout time(90min),
It could be machine trouble,however TV caster did not refer the counting loss in the interval,
which can not be machine trouble !!.
⑵The Election Result:
At 9.41 am on 25 April, the website of the Ministry of the Interior reports the victory of
Emmanuel Macron and publishes the number of votes divided between the two candidates:
18,779,641 for Emmanuel Macron and 13,297,760 for Marine Le Pen
⑶The Intentional Inducing Suspicion in Votes Counting Process:
...........This is the last time we see Marine Le Pen in the lead.
<Le Pen14,603,774;Emmanuel14,338,938 >,
“after 90 minutes interval, in which the votes data disappears from the radar”,
In about 90 minutes, Marine Le Pen lost 2,942,663 votes,
compared to only 145,231 lost by Emmanuel Macron,
The surprising fact is that Jean-Baptiste Marteau reads those data without mentioning any
problems that have arisen in the meantime, as if it were normal that 2,942,663 preferences
had melted like snow in the sun.

⑷The Re-verification Settlement.
French election: The ongoing fantasy of electoral fraud
https://www.lemonde.fr/en/france/article/2022/04/27/presidential-election-2022-the-ongoing-
fantasy-of-electoral-fraud_5981737_7.html
Unlike the chaos of the 2020 U.S. presidential election, Emmanuel Macron and Marine Le
Pen both accepted the results of the 2022 French presidential election. But some people,
drawn in by conspiracy theories, just can't let go of the myth of systematic fraud.Fanciful
suspicions
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Fanciful suspicions
The day after the election, the Reciproc.org collective published a press release
acknowledging that "partial analyses do not show, to date, any significant difference with the
official results," while sending a letter to the Organization for Security and Cooperation in
Europe noting very minor concerns, such as problems of unjust voiding of ballots, widely
reported in the press. The same conclusion was reached by Citizen Control, which
determined that "their figures were in line with the official figures."

[２]：President Macron did not Actually Win, ...(A Hypothesis by author).
⑴A tough close battle was predicted in before the voting.
⑵However the result was Too Much Winning of Macron????????,

⑴The Preliminary Prediction:
https://sputniknews.com/20220419/inflation-crime--ukraine-crisis-what-could-bring-macron-
down-and-pave-the-way-for-le-pen-1094891756.html
The Democracy Institute has found that Emmanuel Macron only has a two-point lead over ,
Emmanuel Macron=43% ; Marine Le Pen=41%, while 16% undecided(4/19 article) .

⑵The Election Counter Result:
18,779,641＋ 13,297,760＝32077401→58.54％：41.46％
https://www.lemonde.fr/en/politics/article/2022/04/25/french-election-results-in-charts-and-
maps-abstention-and-le-pen-gain-ground_5981592_5.html
This is too much winning of Macron,which is largely against the prediction !!!!!

Author try to present circumstantial,but not exact concrete evidence for the suspicion.
In the whole views,there were strong anti Le Pen elite power who feared her rising.

⑶In conspiracy,it is well-known,but secret skill “engineering fact Upside Down !”
In fact, Macron's defeat was predicted and they devised a plot, note fraudulent counting
machines are famous in both the United States and Japan<[２]⑷>.
At first,intentionally they showed suspicious counting process to cause anger of pro Le Pen.
At 2nd they demanded opening the voting box to re-verify,
then opening the lid turned no problem in the counting<this is evil engineering>.
At 3rd If this happens, the person who raises the angry punching grip will get sick
and can't help,but be quiet !.

⑷Once fraud votes counter developed in USA had become famous,also Japan has been
taking fake votes counter called Musashi. Similarly there might be such kind of tool for fake
election also in France?.Author can not get exact detail on France,
http://777true.net/The-Fraud-Voting-Machine-and-Coming-US-Election.pdf
https://geopolitics.co/2015/05/10/japan-pm-shinzo-abe-charged-for-election-rigging-the-high-court/
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⑸The Macron’s past brutal deeds against French nation people.
In 1995,author happened to go France to join NGO climate meeting,however France police intercepted the

entrance without legal cause.A week,he walk around Paris and encountered actual spot of Charlie Hebdo

Police is strongly conservative,they were worry on author’s accusing Rockefeller the oil merchant.While

especially young seems to him seeking some salvation with noticing something coming dark times

Macron the good model young of wealthy class is told he applauses way of USA-UK style.
Charlie Hebdo attack 2015/1/7 had become 9/11 of France which might have accelerated
police state₋nization of France?.Not only 9/11 and the attack,but also Aum shinrikyo Tokyo
subway sarin attack in Japan 1995,those were common by religious cult group.Author don’t
know details of France case,but the other two case had outrageous secret<APPENDIX_1>.

⒜ In the Yellow Vest movement, police violence such as gruesome crackdowns had
caused missing persons,many of sequelae, injuries and blindness that may not have been
seen in the past history.Some cops disgusted with his own task and committed suicide(a
French hates pain of others). .....syti.net,etc article
⒝) In the vaccine policy, a terrible enforcement policy such as the infamous vaccine pass
port policy was implemented.
⒞In rising time of NWO ruling ,many nation leaders in US ally nation seem not independent
ability,but entirely and faithful follower to the power in their behind.This phenomena had
become remarkable after rising Bush the 9/11 president.
⒟Le Pen might win the French presidential election
https://tanakanews.com/220422LePen.htm
This was certain that many French had become despair on Macron in his presidential
period.

⑹It may be also fact that the emigration policy is indispensable for corporate owner class to
keep low laborer cost.They fear also EU escaping,.Muslim fear radical suppression against
their culture. Macron might have a possibility to win in final phase of votes counting in major
large cities,However his too much counting is evidently incredible.

The 3rd time voting would be inevitable ?!!.

https://tanakanews.com/220422LePen.htm


APPENDIX_1:Revealing the Behind Fact on the religious cult attacks in Japan and USA.
USA is NAZIS birth and reincarnated nation with injustice,lie,and hatred the God Opposer.
China & Russia are evil role actors for hiding the bigger evil global ruling of USA by violence.
Japan after the defeated war may have become experiment laboratory nation of CIA,
What once happened in Japan may be to happen in another nation hereafter.

❶Aum shinrikyo Tokyo subway sarin attack in Japan 1995/3/20.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tokyo_subway_sarin_attack
In authors survey in Japanese publications at that time,⑴⑵ were evident.
⑴It could be told the crime was also by Japan police themselves,because
In their inner circle,there were secret detective of police to search their activity.
It is fundamental duty of public safety police(=POLITICAL POLICE), The unprecedented
attack were executed before their eye.Then following top important magazine was
recommended also by a policeman-themselves at that time in author home town.
*Takashi Tachibana,Aum the deep darkness,weekly magazine Bunshunn、
Urgent Contribution The bizarreness of this case is unprecedented .
Takashi Tachibana Aum and Sarin's "Deep Darkness" /1995-5 p44-48 (0023.jp2)
https://iss.ndl.go.jp/books/R100000039-I001342330-00
*1995/3/30: The shooting incident of Takaji Kunimatsu, the Commissioner of the National Police Agency

https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%AD%A6%E5%AF%9F%E5%BA%81%E9%95%B7%E5%AE
%98%E7%8B%99%E6%92%83%E4%BA%8B%E4%BB%B6
As the sequence,4 people killed, about 6300 injured and some of them has been suffering
by sequelae even at now.At that time,this had become global shocking new.In authors
view,they were intentionally and secretly brought up by some hidden,but big power.
In 1991,USSR were resolved to delete the cold war regime,which had caused panic for
military industry complex USA.thereby they needed make another new enemy.
⑵The police had been neglecting many their lawless cruel crimes until the subway attack.
One of the sacrifices involves author’s high school junior alumni lawyer Sakamoto family.
In 1989, he tried to reveal their crime,which was fatal for Aum and they killed the family.
He once met his mother,but failed to talk about the fact after their dying.He also joined his
farewell collective meeting in Yokohama Arena(1995/10),and few days after,police came to
my home to ask why you went the meeting.It’s author wish to ask them what you are worry?.

⑶In 1995/7,author was attacked by stun gun shot.For a while he lost balance and memory
sense in personal names area(in the later, this had become sequelae).Then he recognized
a criminal who was surprisingly a neighbor(his uncle is police),however police made another
fake criminal.At that time,it is told Aum the cult group was developing various weapon
including stun gun.After all,the main criminal had fled by police.
In 1995,author concerned with completion of elementary particle theory the unified one.
Petition to USA government(energy ministry)with American Physical society
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
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⑷After all, the truth was not revealed in their trial,and they were deleted with a secret in the
death penalty(2018,PM Abe administration era).
⑸Singular role of Japan administration elites with the US occupation military.
The Actuality of Being Colonial Nation<=no justice by UN constitution>
https://www.mofa.go.jp/mofaj/area/usa/sfa/pdfs/fulltext.pdf
The privileged criminal cases have made a situation that undermines legal justice.Due to
administrative privileges, it puts pressure on the lives of citizens and causes unfair situations.
Tokyo university graduate elites are educated also in abroad US(police→CIA,FBI,etc).
They are brain washed and send back to Japan as the violence ruling agent.

Now you must put it mind that the attack was made by a radical religious cult.
Thus the history was to repeat at least twice times in USA and France at that after.

❷The 9//11 in 2001.
Not busy military,doctor and police is best for us,however they themselves hate it ?!?!?!.
They commonly have no-peace tools as weapon,knife-drugs,and gun respectively.
Thereby,our mission is to make them not busy at all.
It is not that author could have collected exact evidences,but following are summarized conclusion due to

data in various sources at that time.However the cause may be exact,the method may be exact as a whole,

but the exact criminal is rather uncertain.However it not amateur works,but the operation expert on air plane

and bomb in USA.

It was remote controlled air planes(=drone) attack against the twin tower by secret troop of
US military in order to recover the military industry complex having weakened by the cold
war-regime resolution since 1991.Then they declared criminal was Muslim cult Al Qaeda.

⑴The Evidences of Lawless by CIA-US Military.
The 9/11 Truth.
https://911truth.org/
Physics 911
http://physics911.net/
Scholars for 9/11 Truth
http://www.911scholars.org/
Architects and Engineers for 9/11
https://web.archive.org/web/20120226142923/http://www.ae911truth.org/
Truth, Pilots for 9/11 Truth,
https://web.archive.org/web/20120302084008/http://pilotsfor911truth.org//
Firefighters for 9/11 Truth,
https://web.archive.org/web/20120226142923/http://firefightersfor911truth.org/
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Veterans for 9/11 Truth,
https://web.archive.org/web/20120226202328/http://www.v911t.org/
Medical Professionals for 9/11 Truth,
https://web.archive.org/web/20120309230556/http://mp911truth.org/
Lawyers for 9/11 Truth,
http://lawyersfor911truth.blogspot.com/

⑵In 1989,USSR declared own resolution for clearing the cold war regime with USA.
Then US military industry business(the warmonger) encountered terrible own decline due to
losing enemy.Thereby,they plotted 9/11 toward making new enemy of Muslim nations in
Middle East.The secret troop set remote controlling special bomb and remote controlled air
plane for attacking the tower.It was a big show to make people to hate Muslim criminal,
but not notice actual one the secret troop operation ordered by evil top elites.
They had made Muslim criminal and war against Muslim nations since then.This is insane
their fundamental strategy of perpetual war with setting enemy.It is not only shame of
American who oath truth,but is unprecedented coming outrageous suffer of many many
innocent Muslim nation people.This is unprecedented lawless in mankind history.A death of
truth(lawless)would cause our order extinction before long.God is justice,truth and
brotherhood,while they are injustice,lie and hate in the upside down world.

⑶The truth had been sufficiently disclosed to global public by many sources,
while nothing effective justice judgment against the criminal(the Bush presidency).
A having done crime without justice settlement is deadly benefit for criminal the US elites

⑷After all,also there was no justice judgment on fake voting machine in US and Japan.

⑸After all,having made this evil history was to cause coming more another deadly global
crimes thereafter→ Covid 19 the bio weapon with forcible harmful vaccine,

→ strong fake Ukraine war caused by USA plot with their henchmen,
⑹Note in those behind,there is ongoing Climate Worsening toward 2040 Extinction
http://777true.net/The-Cause-of-Covid&the-Ukraine-War-were-Climate-Worsening.pdf
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